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Abstract

An optical orthogonal code (OOC) is a family of binary sequences with good auto- and cross-correlation properties. In the literature, various mathematical tools have been used to construct OOCs with specific parameters. But, to find a complete solution for constructing OOCs with an arbitrary setting of parameters is still difficult at the moment. In this paper, a clique-based online algorithm is proposed to construct OOCs of relatively large sizes. In the proposed algorithm, the construction of OOCs is reduced to the maximum clique problem based on specially generated graphs, where vertices represent the codewords of an OOC and edges represent the cross-correlation relationships between codeword pairs. In order to overcome the limitation of computer memory for storing large graphs, part of the graph vertices are supposed to arrive sequentially to be fed into the proposed algorithm, and a specially designed evolutionary algorithm is used to find the maximum clique of the current graph when new vertices arrive. The proposed algorithm does not use parameter-specific techniques and hence can be used for different code weight and correlation constraints. Experiments show that the proposed algorithm outperforms an offline evolutionary algorithm with guided mutation on constructing OOCs.
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1. Introduction

Code division multiple access (CDMA) is one of the most attractive multiple-access schemes for optical communication networks because it allows simultaneous users to access the same optical channel asynchronously with no delay or scheduling. In optical CDMA systems, each user is assigned a unique binary signature sequence (or codeword) as its own address. A user’s receiver must be able to extract its signature sequence in the presence of other users’ signature sequences. Therefore, a set of signature sequences that are distinguishable from time-shifted versions of themselves and for which any two such signature sequences are easily distinguishable from (a possible time-shifted version of) each other are needed. Researchers in the CDMA domain have proposed several coding systems, such as the prime code \textsuperscript{[28]} and optical orthogonal code (OOC) \textsuperscript{[31]}.

The mathematical model for the OOC can be briefly described as follows. Let \( v, k, \lambda_a \) and \( \lambda_c \) be positive integers. A \((v, k, \lambda_a, \lambda_c)\)-OOC \( C \) is a family of \((0, 1)\) sequences with length (or order) \( v \) and weight \( k \) (i.e., the given number of one bits in the sequences) which satisfies the following two properties:

1. The auto-correlation property:
   \[
   \sum_{t=0}^{v-1} x_t y_{t\oplus\tau} \leq \lambda_a
   \]
   for any \( x \in C \) and any integer \( \tau (0 < \tau < v) \), where “\( \oplus \)” represents the modulo \( v \) addition.
2. The cross-correlation property:
   \[
   \sum_{t=0}^{v-1} x_t y_{t\oplus\tau} \leq \lambda_c
   \]
   for any \( x \neq y \) \((x, y \in C)\) and any integer \( \tau (0 < \tau < v) \).

The numbers \( \lambda_a \) and \( \lambda_c \) are called the auto- and cross-correlation constraints, respectively. A \((v, k, \lambda_a, \lambda_c)\)-OOC with \( \lambda_a = \lambda_c = \lambda \) is called “symmetric” and can be briefly denoted by \((v, k, \lambda)\)-OOC. The high weight of codewords facilitates the detection of desired signals, and the low auto- and cross-correlations reduce the interference from unwanted signals of synchronization in a network. An example of an \((11, 4, 2)\)-OOC is given later in Section 2.1.

Experiments have shown that the setting of OOC’s auto-correlation and cross-correlation constraints guarantees a large number of asynchronous users to transmit information efficiently and reliably in a communication network. In short, the auto-correlation of each sequence in the OOC exhibits the thumbtack shape, and the cross-correlation between any two sequences remains low throughout. The lack of a network synchronization requirement enhances the flexibility of OOC-based systems \textsuperscript{[31, 23]}. In addition to the applications in optical multiple-access channels, OOCs also find applications in areas such as mobile radio and radar and sonar signal design. For more details, readers are referred to the survey paper by Colbourn \textit{et al.} \textsuperscript{[16]}

One of the central problems in the OOC research is to determine an OOC’s maximum code size, which is the number of
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The inner product of any pair from these shifts is no more than \( C \). But, it is still a long way to go to find a complete solution for constructing OOCs with an arbitrary setting of parameters (i.e., \( k, \lambda_d \), and \( \lambda_r \)).

In this paper, a clique-based online algorithm is proposed to construct OOCs with relatively large sizes. The proposed algorithm is based on specially generated graphs, where vertices represent the codewords of an OOC that satisfy the auto-correlation constraint and edges represent the cross-correlation relationships between codeword pairs. Based on such specially generated graphs, the construction of OOCs is reduced to the maximum clique problem (MCP). In order to overcome the limitation of computer memory for storing large graphs, part of the graph vertices are supposed to arrive sequentially to be fed into the proposed algorithm, and a specially designed evolutionary algorithm (EA) is used to find the maximum clique of the current graph when new vertices arrive. The proposed algorithm is tested to design \((v, 4, 2)\)-OOCs. Experimental results show that the cardinalities of constructed OOCs are close to the Johnson bound (to be described in Section 2.2) when \( v \) is small. We also use the proposed algorithm to construct \((v, 4, 2, 1)\)-OOCs and \((v, 5, 2)\)-OOCs, indicating that the proposed algorithm can be used under different settings of parameters.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the background and related work on OOCs, including an example of an OOC, the fundamentals of constructing OOCs and a brief review of search algorithms for constructing OOCs. Our proposed clique-based online algorithm for constructing OOCs is presented in Section 3. Experimental results are reported in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 concludes this paper with some discussions on relevant future work.

2. Background and Related Work

2.1. Example of an OOC

In order to better understand the concept of OOCs, we give an example here. Let \( C \) be a code of length \( v = 11 \) and weight \( k = 4 \) with three codewords \( C_1, C_2, C_3 \) as follows:

\[
C = \{C_1, C_2, C_3\} = \{11000010010, 11000101000, 11101000000\}. \tag{3}
\]

In order to calculate the auto-correlation constraint of \( C \), we take \( C_1 = 11000010010 \) for instance. Its 11 cyclic shifts \( C_i \) \((i = 0, 1, \cdots, 10)\) are given as follows:

\[
C_{i,0} = 11000010010, \quad C_{i,1} = 01100001001, \\
C_{i,2} = 10110001000, \quad C_{i,3} = 01011000010, \\
C_{i,4} = 00101100001, \quad C_{i,5} = 10011011000, \\
C_{i,6} = 01001101100, \quad C_{i,7} = 00100110110, \\
C_{i,8} = 00010011011, \quad C_{i,9} = 00001001011, \\
C_{i,10} = 10000100101. \tag{4}
\]

The inner product of any pair from these shifts is no more than 2, which indicates the auto-correlation constraint of \( C_1 \) is 2.

Similarly, we can check that the auto-correlation constraint of \( C_2 \) and \( C_3 \) is also 2. Hence, \( C \) has an auto-correlation constraint of 2, i.e., \( \lambda_d = 2 \).

In order to work out the cross-correlation constraint of \( C \), we first obtain all the cyclic shifts of all codewords in \( C \), i.e., \( C_i \) \((i \in \{1, 2, 3\} \) and \( i \neq j \), and \( l, m \in \{0, 1, \cdots, 10\} \)). As shown in Eqs. \(4, 5 \) and \(6\), respectively:

\[
C_{i,0} = 11000101000, \quad C_{i,1} = 11000101000, \\
C_{i,2} = 01100010010, \quad C_{i,3} = 01100010010, \\
C_{i,4} = 10011000010, \quad C_{i,5} = 10011000010, \\
C_{i,6} = 10100011000, \quad C_{i,7} = 10100011000, \\
C_{i,8} = 00101000110, \quad C_{i,9} = 00101000110, \\
C_{i,10} = 10010100011. \tag{5}
\]

\[
C_{0,0} = 11110100000, \quad C_{0,1} = 01110100000, \\
C_{0,2} = 00111010000, \quad C_{0,3} = 00111010000, \\
C_{0,4} = 00011100110, \quad C_{0,5} = 00011100110, \\
C_{0,6} = 00000011110, \quad C_{0,7} = 00000011110, \\
C_{0,8} = 01000000111, \quad C_{0,9} = 01000000111, \\
C_{0,10} = 11010000001. \tag{6}
\]

Then, we calculate the inner product of any pair of shifts from different \( C_i \), i.e., any pair \((C_i, C_j)\) \((i, j \in \{1, 2, 3\} \) and \( i \neq j \), and \( l, m \in \{0, 1, \cdots, 10\} \)). It is not hard to check that the maximal inner product is 2. Hence, the cross-correlation constraint of \( C \) is 2, i.e., \( \lambda_r = 2 \).

In summary, \( C \) is a \((11, 4, 2)\)-OOC with 3 codewords.

2.2. Constructing OOCs: Fundamentals

As aforementioned, one of the central problems in the OOC research is to determine the code size of an OOC, i.e., the number of codewords in an OOC. An OOC is called maximal if there is no other OOC of a larger size with the same set of parameters. This maximal code size is denoted by \( \Phi(v, k, \lambda_d, \lambda_r) \), which can be abbreviated by \( \Phi(v, k, \lambda) \) when the OOC is symmetric. It is well-known that the size of a \((v, k, \lambda)\)-OOC cannot exceed the so-called Johnson bound \( \lfloor \frac{v}{k - 1} \rfloor \), which is given as follows:

\[
J(v, k, \lambda) = \frac{1}{k} \sum_{i=1}^{k-1} \lfloor \frac{v-i}{k-i} \rfloor. \tag{7}
\]

where \( \lfloor X \rfloor \) is the floor function, which returns the maximum integer that is less than or equal to \( X \).

Usually, a \((v, k, \lambda_d, \lambda_r)\)-OOC is said to be optimal when its size reaches an upper bound deducible from very general considerations which are valid for all possible pairs \((v, k)\) (with \( \lambda_d \) and \( \lambda_r \) fixed). Thus, an optimal OOC is maximal, but the reverse is not true generally.

In the past years, different researchers have devoted effort to the search for maximal or optimal OOCs, and many good results have been obtained by an extensive use of various mathematical tools, such as the design theory \([3]\), difference family \([1]\), relative difference family \([11]\), and projective geometry \([2]\), etc. For example, the existence problem for an optimal \((v, k, 1)\)-OOC has been completely solved for \( k = 3 \) \([8, 15]\). But, it is still difficult to find a complete solution for larger values of \( k \), \( \lambda_d \), and \( \lambda_r \) for the moment. For example, only some partial answers have been achieved for the cases of \( k = 4 \) or 5, \( \lambda_d \leq 2 \).
and $\lambda_c < 2^{\frac{v}{2} + \frac{1}{2}}$. Further details can be found in the references and therein.

Since it is still a long way to find a complete solution for constructing OOCs with an arbitrary setting of parameters $k, \lambda_v$, and $\lambda_c$, in this paper we investigate the construction of OOCs by using search algorithms. Note that we are not aiming to find maximal OOCs, but to present a general scheme to find OOCs with relatively large sizes.

2.3. Search Algorithms for Constructing OOCs

The algorithm proposed in this paper is based on graph cliques: all the codewords that satisfy the auto-correlation constraint are viewed as vertices of a graph, and edges are added to the codeword pairs if the cross-correlation constraints are satisfied. For a simple undirected graph $G = (V, E)$ with the vertex set $V$ and edge set $E$, a subset $S \subseteq V$ is a clique of $G$ if every two distinct vertices of $S$ are joined by an edge. Naturally, the maximal OOC construction problem can be transformed to the MCP.

The MCP is one of the well-known problems in graph theory, and is related to many real-world problems, such as in social networks, computer vision, computational biochemistry and bio-informatics. In past decades, different exact algorithms have been proposed to achieve maximum cliques, such as branch-and-bound [26] and branch-and-cut [30]. On the other hand, it has been proved that there is no polynomial-time algorithm for approximating the maximal clique within a factor of $n^{1-\varepsilon}$ for any positive $\varepsilon$ unless $P = NP$ [21], where $n$ is the number of vertices in the graph. As a result, it seems to be impossible to have an exact polynomial-time algorithm for solving the MCP. Hence, there has been a lot of researches on using heuristic algorithms for solving the MCP, including local search [8, 22], greedy algorithms [20, 27], constraint programming [29], simulated annealing [19], and EAs [7, 10, 33]. For more details, readers are referred to a recent survey by Wu and Hao [32].

Although there are many good algorithms for solving the MCP, clique-based algorithms have not been frequently used to design OOCs. To the best of our knowledge, it seems that the only existing clique-based algorithm is the one proposed by Chu and Colbourn [14]. In [4], a clique-based algorithm was presented to construct $(v, 4, 2)$-OOCs when $v$ is small, and the clique solvers were a reactive local search algorithm from Battiti and Protasi [8] and an exact branch-and-bound algorithm developed by Niskanen and Ostergard [26]. Although the OOCs obtained in [14] are optimal, some parameter-specific techniques were used to accelerate graph generation. As a result, the method can not be generalized to construct OOCs with an arbitrary setting of parameters. More importantly, with the growth of the OOC order, the number of codewords satisfying the auto-correlation condition would become huge.

For example, we have used a heuristic algorithm to test the lower bounds of the graph cardinality for $(v, 4, 2)$-, $(v, 5, 2)$- and $(v, 6, 2)$-OOCs (the details will be given in Section 4.2 later). The results show that the cardinality for $(300, 4, 2)$-OOC is already over one million. In this case, even storing the graph structure in the computer memory is difficult. This may be the reason why authors in [14] chose to construct optimal $(v, 4, 2)$-OOCs for $v$ less than 45.

Apart from clique-based algorithms, researchers have also used backtracking to search difference sets which would lead to OOCs. Recently, Baicheva and Topalova [4, 5] developed a parallel backtrack search algorithm to find $(v, 4, 2, 1)$- and $(v, 5, 2, 1)$-OOCs when $v$ is small. Such a parallel algorithm was run on IBM Blue Gene supercomputers, and returned optimal OOCs. However, it is not hard to derive from their papers that the reported backtracking is equivalent to clique search. When $v$ is large, the corresponding graph structure still can not be stored in supercomputers. Moreover, the backtracking uses parameter-specific techniques to speedup vertex selection. So, it can not be generalized to construct OOCs with $\lambda_c \neq 1$.

In this paper, we propose a clique-based online algorithm to construct OOCs with relatively large sizes. In our setting, the vertices are supposed to arrive sequentially, instead of being available all at once. This way, we can build a pool to store part of the vertices, which is to overcome the limitation of computer memories. A prespecified substitution technique is used to update candidate solutions. Note that the vertices of OOC graphs are generated without using any parameter-specific techniques, which means our algorithm can be used for an arbitrary setting of code weight and correlation constraints.

3. Proposed Clique-Based Online Algorithm

In this section, we present the clique-based online algorithm to find large $(v, k, \lambda_v, \lambda_c)$-OOCs for general setting of $k, \lambda_v$, and $\lambda_c$. Since the construction of maximal OOCs can be reduced to the MCP, we first need a method to generate the needed graph. Then, we will run an online algorithm to find cliques, where the so-called Repair and Evolution operations will be used frequently. After the target clique is obtained, a required OOC will follow accordingly.

3.1. Representation of OOC Codewords

As mentioned before, a $(v, k, \lambda_v, \lambda_c)$-OOC is a family of binary strings with length $v$ and weight $k$. For practical reasons, $v$ is often much bigger than $k$, and this would bring many zeros in each of the codeword string. In this case, a set-theoretic way can be considered to represent codewords.

A $(v, k, \lambda_v, \lambda_c)$-OOC $C$ can be considered as a family of $k$-sets of integers modulo $v$ in which each $k$-set corresponds to a code-word and the integers within each $k$-set specify the non-zero bits. The correlation properties in this set-theoretic framework are shown as follows:

1. The auto-correlation property:

$$|C_i \cap (C_i \oplus \tau)| \leq \lambda_v$$

for any $C_i \in C$ and any integer $\tau (0 < \tau < v)$, where “$\oplus$” represents the modulo $v$ addition.

2. The cross-correlation property:

$$|C_i \cap (C_j \oplus \tau)| \leq \lambda_c$$

for any $C_i, C_j \in C (i \neq j)$ and any integer $\tau (0 < \tau < v)$. 
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Throughout this paper, we will use the set vector form \((c_1, c_2, \cdots, c_k)\) to denote a codeword. Let us use the \((11, 4, 2)\)-OOC in Eq. 3 as an example. In the set notation, it can be represented as follows:

\[
C = \{[0, 1, 6, 9], [0, 1, 5, 7], [0, 1, 2, 4]\}.
\]

For the sake of convenience, a codeword can also be represented by a new variable \(\text{Key}\) as follows:

\[
\text{Key} = \sum_{i=1}^{k} c_i v^{k-i},
\]

where \(c_1 < c_2 < \cdots < c_k\). This way, we can easily get a new codeword out of a block vector \(C \in C\) with a shift \(t + t\), and we call \(C\) and its shift \(t + t\) equivalent. Note that equivalent codewords can not be included in one OOC, in order to distinguish inequivalent codewords. We define the characteristic of a codeword \(C\) by the minimum \(\text{Key}\) of the codewords equivalent to \(C\).

Taking the codeword \([0, 1, 6, 9]\) mentioned above for instance, its equivalent codewords are shown in Table 1. Obviously, the \(\text{Key}\) value 196 of codeword \([0, 1, 6, 9]\) is the smallest among the equivalent codewords. So, we can say the characteristic of codeword \([0, 5, 8, 10]\) is 196 since it is equivalent to codeword \([0, 1, 6, 9]\).

### 3.2. Generation of OOC Graphs

A graph is an ordered pair \(G = (V, E)\) comprising a set \(V\) of vertices together with a set \(E\) of edges. For the case of an OOC, all the codewords meeting the auto-correlation condition make the vertex set, and edges are added to the codeword pairs if the cross-correlation constraints are satisfied.

In order to accelerate the search of OOC vertices, we can use the following isomorphism technique. If we have got one OOC \(C\), then we can get some isomorphism OOCs by mapping \(C\) to \(t \cdot C\), where \(v\) and \(t\) are relative prime numbers, and \(t \cdot C = \{tC \mod v\} \in \hat{C}\). We call \(C\) and \(t \cdot C\) multiplier equivalents. For example, let \(C\) be the \((11, 4, 2)\)-OOC \([0, 1, 6, 9], [0, 1, 5, 7], [0, 1, 2, 4]\), after mapping \(C\) to \(2 \cdot C\), we can obtain a new \((11, 4, 2)\)-OOC \([0, 1, 2, 7], [0, 2, 3, 10], [0, 2, 4, 8]\). Since the technique is not parameter-specific, it can be applied for any setting of parameters.

In our algorithm, this multiplier trick is used to get codewords that satisfy the auto-correlation constraint efficiently. If we get a \((v, k, \lambda_n, \lambda_{-})\) codeword \(C\), we can generate a family of \((v, k, \lambda_n, \lambda_{-})\) codewords as follows:

\[
[t \cdot C] \text{gcd}(t, v) = 1.
\]

### 3.3. Clique Repair Operation

Throughout the running of our online algorithm, we will repeatedly update the current graph and current cliques, and we also need to derive a clique from any subset of vertices. Here, Marchiori’s repair technique \([24, 25]\) is used. The main idea is that we first cut some vertices from the graph to get a small clique, and then expand it in a greedy manner until a maximal clique is achieved.

The pseudo-code of the repair operation is shown in Algorithm 1 where \(\text{rand}()\) in line 5 returns a uniform random number in the range \([0, 1]\). The probability parameter \(\alpha \in (0, 1)\) used in the first phase must be small; otherwise, the clique returned would be very small.

### 3.4. Evolution Operation for the Population of Cliques

Our proposed algorithm is a clique-based EA. As usual, the EA maintains a population of candidate cliques (solutions). The current candidate population \(pop(t)\) is supposed to have \(N\) binary strings \(X' = (x'_1, \cdots, x'_n), t = 1, 2, \cdots, N\), where \(n\) is the number of graph vertices and each string represents a clique. Thus, \(pop(t)\) is an \(N \times n\) matrix with elements in \([0, 1]\). Inspired by the estimation of distribution algorithm (EDA), the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Codeword</th>
<th>[0,1,6,9]</th>
<th>[1,2,7,10]</th>
<th>[2,3,8,0]</th>
<th>[3,4,9,1]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sorted</td>
<td>[0,1,6,9]</td>
<td>[1,2,7,10]</td>
<td>[2,3,8,0]</td>
<td>[3,4,9,1]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Key</td>
<td>196</td>
<td>1660</td>
<td>283</td>
<td>1747</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Codeword</th>
<th>[2,4,5,10]</th>
<th>[0,3,5,6]</th>
<th>[6,7,1,4]</th>
<th>[7,8,2,5]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sorted</td>
<td>[4,5,10,2]</td>
<td>[5,6,0,3]</td>
<td>[1,4,6,7]</td>
<td>[2,5,7,8]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Key</td>
<td>3211</td>
<td>424</td>
<td>1888</td>
<td>3352</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Codeword</th>
<th>[8,9,3,6]</th>
<th>[9,10,4,7]</th>
<th>[10,0,5,8]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sorted</td>
<td>[3,6,8,9]</td>
<td>[4,7,9,10]</td>
<td>[0,3,8,10]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Key</td>
<td>4816</td>
<td>6280</td>
<td>703</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Algorithm 2 Mutate($X, P, \beta$)

Require: $P = (p_1, \cdots, p_n) \in [0, 1]^n$,
$X = (x_1, \cdots, x_n) \in [0, 1]^n$, $\beta \in [0, 1]$.
Ensure: $Y = (y_1, \cdots, y_n) \in [0, 1]^n$.

1: for $j := 1$ to $n$ do
2: \hspace{1em} if rand() $< \beta$ then
3: \hspace{2em} $y_j := 1$;
4: \hspace{1em} else
5: \hspace{2em} $y_j := 0$;
6: \hspace{1em} end if
7: end for
8: $end$ if
9: $return$ $Y$

EA maintains a probability vector $P = (p_1, \cdots, p_n)$, which is initialized as follows:

$$p_j = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} x_{ij}. \quad (13)$$

At each step, we calculate the fitness of each binary string in the population, sort the binary strings in the descending order of their fitness, and pick up the fittest $M$ individuals, denoted as $X^1, X^2, \cdots, X^M$. Then, the probability vector $P$ is updated in the same way as in the population-based incremental learning (PBIL) algorithm \[32\] as follows:

$$P = (1 - \lambda)P + \frac{\lambda}{M} \sum_{i=1}^{M} X^i. \quad (14)$$

Then, we apply the guided mutation operator, as shown in Algorithm 2 with the updated probability vector $P$ to string $X^1$ for $N - M$ times, repair the resultant strings and use them to replace strings $X^{M+1}, X^{M+2}, \cdots, X^N$. The strings $X^1, \cdots, X^M$ do not generate offspring, but are only used to update the probability vector $P$.

The so-called guided mutation operator is a technique used to combine the global statistical information and local information to overcome the shortcoming of genetic algorithms and EDAs. For the MCP, the guided mutation operator uses the probability vector $P = (p_1, p_2, \cdots, p_n)$ to mutate an individual $X \in [0, 1]^n$. In detail, for each bit of a binary string that represents an individual, a coin is flipped with a head probability $\beta$. If the head turns up, the specific bit is set to 1 with the probability $p_j$; otherwise, it is set to 0. According to the experiments in \[33\], such a guided mutation operator leads to a better performance than a number of peer algorithms compared in \[33\].

For the probability vector $P$, we denote the number of positions satisfying $p_j > 0.0001$ as $t_1$, and the number of positions satisfying $p_j > 0.8$ as $t_2$. If $t_2/t_1 \geq 0.8$, then all the strings in $pop(t)$ are thought to be identical, and we return the current best candidate and terminate the evolution operation. The pseudo-code of the whole evolution operation is as shown in Algorithm 3.

Algorithm 3 Evolution($pop, \lambda, \alpha, \beta$)

Require: $pop$: a set of $N$ vectors $X^i (i = 1, \cdots, N)$ in $[0, 1]^n$,
$\lambda, \alpha, \beta \in [0, 1]$.
Ensure: $X$: a vector in $[0, 1]^n$.

1: $P := \sum_{i=1}^{N} X^i$;
2: while true do
3: \hspace{1em} calculate the fitness of $X^i \in pop (i = 1, \cdots, N)$;
4: \hspace{1em} SortPop($X^i, i = 1, \cdots, N$);
5: \hspace{1em} $P := (1 - \lambda)P + \frac{\lambda}{M} \sum_{i=1}^{M} X^i$;
6: \hspace{1em} for $i := M + 1$ to $N$ do
7: \hspace{2em} $X :=$ Mutate($X^i, P, \beta$);
8: \hspace{1em} $X^i :=$ Repair($X, \alpha$);
9: \hspace{1em} end for
10: \hspace{1em} if the stopping condition is met then
11: \hspace{2em} break;
12: \hspace{1em} end if
13: \hspace{1em} end while
14: $X :=$ BestVector($pop$);
15: $return$ $X$;

3.5. Online Algorithms for the MCP

In this subsection, we present algorithms for the MCP, which are motivated by the EA with guided mutation (EA/G) for the MCP \[33\]. The experimental results reported in \[33\] show that EA/G performs better than two other EAs, i.e., HGA and MIMIC, which were introduced in \[17\] and \[25\] respectively, for solving the MCP.

Since the OOC graphs are often too big, our clique-based algorithms are given under an online setting: the vertices of the graph are supposed to be added one by one sequentially to be fed into the algorithm, instead of having all the vertices available from the start of running the algorithm. Hence, the algorithm is called an online algorithm. Since the whole input is unknown in advance, the online algorithm needs to make decisions that may later turn out not to be optimal. However, it does show efficient performance in real world.

A natural thinking is to re-calculate the clique every time a new vertex arrives, which would take a lot of time. Here, we use a different strategy which stores a pool of candidates that are potential maximum cliques, and then uses the coming vertex to update them. In the following, we develop two algorithms based on such a strategy: one is called EA with Substitution (EAS) for large graphs and another is called EA with Addition (EAA) for medium-sized graphs. For both algorithms, the number of maximal allowed candidates in the pool is set to $MaxCache$. We use a matrix to store such a pool, each row of which is denoted by $clq^i (i = 1, \cdots, MaxCache)$.

For very large graphs, it is difficult to store the whole graph in the memory at a time. Let MaxPoint be the maximum cardinality of a graph we can deal with, and denote these MaxPoint points as the static part $S$ of the graph, and the rest as the online part $T$ of the graph. In EAS, we first find a clique of $S$ with a
Algorithm 4 EAS (S, T)

Require: S: static part of graph vertices, 
T: online part of graph vertices.

Ensure: x: a clique of the graph.
1: use EA/G to find a clique clq1 of the graph induced by S;
2: num := 1;
3: x := clq1;
4: while num < MaxCache do
5: find the vertex u ∈ S which appears in the least number of current candidate cliques;
6: S := S − {u};
7: randomly choose a vertex v ∈ T;
8: S := S ∪ {v};
9: for i := 1 to num do
10: mutate clq′ N times to generate a population pop;
11: repair the binary strings of pop;
12: clq′ := Evolution(pop, λ, α, β);
13: end for
14: if v is not in any clq′ and num < MaxCache then
15: num := num + 1;
16: clq′′′ := {v};
17: end if
18: replace v in T with u;
19: denote localMaxclq as the best of current num cliques;
20: if localMaxclq is better than x then
21: x := localMaxclq;
22: end if
23: if the stopping condition is met then
24: break;
25: end if
26: end while
27: return x

standard EA, such as EA/G. Then, we choose a vertex u from S, replace it with a randomly chosen vertex v from T, and update the candidate cliques in the pool. In case that v might not be in any of the candidate cliques, we manually create a candidate clique out of v. Since the maximum allowed candidates is quite limited (no more than 100), no hash technique is adopted. The algorithm terminates after a given number of substitutions are performed. The pseudo-code of EAS is shown in Algorithm 4.[4]

EAA applies for graphs with a medium size, which can be viewed as a semi-online algorithm. This means that part of the vertices arrive at the same time (the static part S) and the others arrive one by one (the online part T). Since the graph cardinality is medium, we can store the whole graph in the memory. Compared with the algorithm EA/G, instead of substitution, we can choose a random vertex from T and add it to S, and then update the current candidates in the pool.

3.6. Clique-Based Online Algorithm for Constructing OOCs

The problem of constructing optimal OOCs can be reduced to the MCP as follows. We first establish a graph in which vertices are codewords that satisfy the auto-correlation property, and edges are added to the pairs of vertices (codewords) that satisfy the cross-correlation property. Then, the maximum OOC can be represented as the maximum clique in the graph.

For the problem of constructing an optimal (ν, k, λs, λt)-OOC, the number of vertices in the corresponding graph is usually quite large. In this case, it is difficult for us even to store the graph in memory. Hence, classical MCP algorithms, e.g., EA/G, may fail to give a meaningful result. In this section, we model the OOC problem as an online version of the MCP with limited memory.

The vertices of the graph are supposed to arrive in a random order, which can be viewed as sampling from the codewords that satisfy the auto-correlation property. Since the computer memory is limited, we restrict the maximum graph cardinality to MaxPoint, and maintain a set of local maximal cliques with the maximum size of the set being MaxCache. If the current graph cardinality is exactly MaxPoint and a new vertex arrives, we must replace one existing vertex with the coming vertex, and then update the set of local optima cliques, like what we do in the EAS algorithm described in Section 3.5.

The whole procedure of the proposed online algorithm for constructing OOCs can be summarized as follows:

Phase 1: Generating a set of non-equivalent codewords
1. Set up an empty codeword set C with size MaxPoint;
2. Generate a binary sequence c with length ν and weight k randomly;
3. Convert c into the set-theoretic form and compute its auto-correlation value;
4. If c satisfies the auto-correlation constraint, compute all its multiplier equivalents; otherwise, return to Step 2;
5. Compute the characteristics of the new codewords. If a new codeword is not equivalent to the codewords in C, add it to C; otherwise, discard it;
6. If the size of C reaches MaxPoint (i.e., the set is full), go to Phase 2; otherwise, return to Step 2.

Phase 2: Building the graph
7. Denote each codeword in the above set C as a vertex of the graph G;
8. For each pair of codewords, add an edge to G if the cross-correlation constraint is satisfied;
9. Generate the MaxPoint × MaxPoint adjacency matrix of G accordingly.

Phase 3: Finding the maximal clique
10. Denote S as the set of all the MaxPoint vertices of the OOC graph, and T as the set of all other vertices that satisfy the auto-correlation constraint;
11. Find the maximal clique by using the EAS algorithm;

Phase 4: Rewriting the obtained clique as an OOC
12. Expand the characteristics of clique vertices to get the OOC codewords.

In Phase 1, we aim to find all the codewords that satisfy the auto-correlation constraint and put them together to make a codeword set C. Then, we convert C into a graph (Phase 2). In Phase 3, we use the EAS algorithm to get a clique: we continue to sample from unchosen graph vertices, replace an existing vertex and update local maximal cliques, until the stopping condition is satisfied (e.g., the maximal number of vertex substitutions is reached). Finally, we rewrite the obtained clique as codewords (Phase 4).
4. Experimental Study

In this section, we carry out experiments to verify the performance of proposed algorithms. Two groups of experiments are conducted. The first group of experiments investigates the performance of the proposed EAS and EAA algorithms for solving the MCP, and the second group investigates the performance of the proposed online algorithm for constructing OOCs. All algorithms were implemented in C and run on an Intel (3.1GHz) PC with 4GB RAM and Windows 7 operating system.

4.1. Experimental Results on Solving the MCP

Since the kernel part of online algorithm for constructing OOCs proposed in this paper is based on EAA and EAS for solving the MCP, this first group of experiments investigates the performance of EAA and EAS, in comparison with EA/G [33], for solving the MCP based on the famous set of 37 DIMACS graphs. The reason we choose E/G is that our algorithms are built upon EA/G, just with an extra operator of Addition or Substitution under online settings. In this case, we test whether this operator could produce a significant improvement over EA/G for standard benchmarks. Some related parameters of our algorithms were set as follows: $\alpha = 0.001$ in the Repair operation, $\beta = 0.9$ and $\lambda = 0.7$ in the Evolution operation, which are the same as used in [33].

Both EAA and EAS can be divided into two phases: the first phase is to compute a maximal clique using EA/G over 80% of all the vertices (i.e., the static set $S$), and the second phase include the rest 20% of vertices (i.e., the online set $T$). The difference in the second phase between EAS and EAA is that EAA uses an addition operator, while EAS uses a substitution operator, to include the rest 20% of vertices. In both phases, $M$ was set to be $N/2$, while $N = 10$ for EA/G in the first phase and $N = 2$ for the Evolution operation in the second phase.

For each graph, EAA and EAS were run independently for 30 times. The experimental results are shown in Table 2. In Table 2 the second and third columns are the average clique size and the best clique size found by EA/G cited from [33]. The fourth, fifth, sixth and eighth columns are the average maximum clique size found for the 80% of the vertices by EA/G, the average maximum clique size found by EAA, the overall maximum clique size, and the average execution time in seconds, respectively.
tively. We applied $t$-test to see whether there is any statistical difference between the results achieved before the Addition operation and the results achieved after the Addition operation. The $p$-values are placed in the seventh column.

In Table 2, the 9th to 11th and 13th columns are the average maximum clique size found for the 80% of the vertices by EA/G, the average maximum clique size found by EAS, the overall maximum clique size and the average execution time in seconds, respectively. We also apply $t$-test to see statistical differences between the results achieved before the Substitution operation and the results achieved after the Substitution operation. For each run of EAS, the substitution operator was called $n$ times, where $n$ is the number of vertices in the graph. The $p$-values are placed in the 12th column.

The results show that the average size of the cliques obtained by both EAA and EAS is similar to that of the cliques obtained by EA/G. Both EAA and EAS returned one better clique than EA/G. EAA returns the same best clique size as EA/G does for 22 out of the 37 graphs, while EAS returns the same best clique size as EA/G does for 26 out of the 37 graphs. Both EAA and EAS achieve a clique with the best size only one smaller than that achieved by EA/G on 6 graphs, respectively.

It can be seen that we did not obtain better results than EA/G over most of the DIMACS graphs, especially for dense graphs. The main reason is that EA/G requires full information of the input graph and performs a more thorough search (the Repair operator was called 2000 times), while EAA and EAS only perform a limited search (two individuals would converge soon) over each updated graph. Even so, the difference among the results from EA/G, EAA and EAS is quite small. It should also be pointed out that the $t$-test shows a promising result that both of Addition and Substitution operators improve local optimal cliques significantly.

In the following subsections, we will first show the difficulty of searching OOCs by computer algorithms in Section 4.2 and then investigate the performance of our online algorithm to construct OOCs in Section 4.3. Compared with DIMACS graphs (where the graph size is less than 5000), OOC graphs have much bigger sizes (often bigger than 10,000) and sparser structures. Hence, we just test EAS to search for OOCs.

4.2. Experimental Results on Generating OOC Graphs

To show the difficulty of searching OOCs by computer algorithms, we present the graph cardinalities for $(v, 4, 2)$- and $(v, 6, 2)$-OOCs. Since no mathematical formula can be found, we use computer algorithm to get a lower bound. As introduced in the previous section, an isomorphism technique can be used to accelerate this procedure. Firstly, we iteratively generate a codeword that satisfies the code length and code weight conditions at random until we get a codeword that satisfies the OOC auto-correlation constraint. Then, we use the isomorphism mapping to get more OOC codewords. The procedure continues until we have performed 100,000 random searches. The results are presented in Fig. 1 and Table 3.

It can be seen that the graph size increases quickly with the growth of the OOC code length. Taking the $(300, 4, 2)$-OOC for instance, the corresponding graph size is already over one million, and just storing such a graph in memory is difficult. In this case, traditional off-line algorithm may fail to obtain good results. In order to overcome the limitation of computer memory for storing large graphs, part of the graph vertices are supposed to arrive sequentially to be fed into the algorithm, and an update operation is performed to improve current candidate cliques.

4.3. Experimental Results on Constructing OOCs

In this group of experiments, we investigate our proposed online algorithm based on EAS to get $(v, k, \lambda_v, \lambda_a)$-OOCs with some specific parameters. Parameters $\alpha$, $\beta$ and $\lambda$ were set to be the same as used in the first group of experiments. In the first phase of EAS, the population size $N$ was set to be 10 for EA/G, $M = N/2 = 5$, and the Repair operation within EA/G was run 20,000 times, as we did for DIMACS graphs. In the second phase of EAS, the population size $N$ was set to 2 for the Evolution operation, $M = N/2 = 1$, and the algorithm was terminated after 2,000 vertex substitutions. The number of candidate cliques, MaxCache, was set to be 100, and the parameter MaxPoint was set to 10,000.

Here, we give an explanation for above settings. Since our computers just have 4GB RAM, and the graph is stored as adjacency matrices, then the graph size should be less than 100,000. But, if the graph size is too small, e.g., 5000, the optimal OOC size will be small, and we can not observe significant differences. Therefore, we set MaxPoint to be 10,000.

During the Substitution phase of EAS, the population size $N$ was set to 2, and the number of candidate cliques was set to 100. These parameters were set to be small for the reason of running times. Taking the $(300, 4, 2)$-OOC for example, even under this setting of small parameters, it still takes about three hours to perform a single run.

For decades, different researchers have devoted effort to the research of OOCs, many good results have been obtained by an extensive use of various mathematical tools. Most of these results work for code weight $k = 4$ or $k = 5$, and correlation constraint no more than 2. For bigger code weight or correlation constraint, hardly any theoretical result is known. Therefore
the proposed algorithm is tested to design \((v, 2, 4)-, (v, 5, 2)-\) and \((v, 2, 1)-OOCs\), where the existence results are rich, and also indicating that the proposed algorithm can be used under different settings of code weights and correlation constraints.

4.3.1. Constructing \((v, 4, 2)-OOCs\)

Since the construction of \((v, 4, 2)-OOCs\) with small orders was thoroughly discussed in \([14, 18]\), we first test our algorithm is tested to design \((v, 4, 2)-OOCs\) with \(10 \leq v \leq 64\) (with the graph size less than 10,000), each with 30 runs. As pointed in Section 2, Chu’s branch-and-bound algorithm \([14]\) searches for optimal solutions and can not be generalized to an arbitrary setting of parameters, we compare EAS with its source algorithm EA/G.

The results are shown in Table 4 where the first four columns are the code length \((v)\), correspondent graph cardinality \((\text{Cardinality})\), Johnson bound \((\text{Bound})\), and existing result cited from Feng \([18]\) (Existing) (where “?” means that there is no existing result for the corresponding case), respectively. The following six columns are the average code size (Avg), best code size (Best), and average running time (Time) returned by EA/G and EAS, respectively. The last column shows the percentage of the obtained best code size to the corresponding Johnson bound and the percentage of the number of stored nodes to the number of nodes in the OOC graph (i.e., the cardinality of the OOC graph) against the code length on \((v, 4, 2)-OOCs\).

From Table 4, it is not hard to see that EAS has a better result than EA/G for all the cases when \(v \leq 64\). Especially, when \(v \geq 32\), the difference is significant \((p < 0.0001)\). For the case of \(v > 64\), the corresponding OOC graph has more than 10,000 vertices, and hence traditional off-line algorithm, such as EA/G, may fail to give a result due to the computer memory limitation in our settings.

Here, we also test EA/G for randomly generated OOC graphs when \(v > 64\) (with the graph size 10,000), while EAS would do another 2000 vertex substitutions. Both EA/G and EAS were run 30 times for each code length. The results are listed in Table 5 where for each setting of \(v\) if EAS significantly outperforms EA/G, its best code size is bold-faced. It can be seen that the substitution operation improves current solutions significantly, indicating that EAS outperforms EA/G when constructing \((v, 4, 2)-OOCs\).

4.3.2. Constructing \((v, 5, 2)-OOCs\)

For the case of OOCs with a bigger weight, there is hardly any result on the existence of maximum codes \([3]\). However, we can still obtain some computing results in Table 6 for \(v \leq 100\).

From Table 6 it can be seen that EAS performs better for \((v, 2, 4)\) than for \((v, 5, 2)\). This is because, with the growth of the values of \(v\) and \(k\), the corresponding graph may become huge and sparse, and hence, the searching for a feasible clique is more difficult in nature.

It should be pointed out that the obtained best code sizes for \((300, 4, 2)-OOC\) and \((100, 5, 2)-OOC\) both reach 63% of their Johnson bounds, respectively. Figs. 2(a) and (b) show the percentage of the obtained best code size to the corresponding Johnson bound and the percentage of the number of stored nodes to the number of nodes in the OOC graph (i.e., the cardinality of the OOC graph) against the code length on \((v, 4, 2)-OOC\) and \((v, 5, 2)-OOC\), respectively. Note that in Fig. 2(a), the values of \(y\) for \(v = 290\) and \(v = 300\) are not plotted because their corresponding graph cardinalities are over one million, in which cases we just know that the percentages are less than 1%, but they can not be calculated precisely.

From Fig. 2 it can be seen that both the percentages drop with the growing of the code length. Actually, we just stored less than 1% of the OOC graph nodes, but obtained 63% of the Johnson bound regarding the OOC code size. Moreover, the Johnson bound is a theoretical upper bound, whether it can be achieved or not is still unknown for many parameters. If we are admitted more computer memory and more running time, the result would be surely improved.

4.3.3. Constructing \((v, 4, 2, 1)-OOCs\)

For the case that auto- and cross-correlation constraints are unequal, we choose to construct \((v, 4, 2, 1)-OOCs\) for \(10 \leq v \leq 100\). For \((v, 4, 2, 1)-OOCs\), Buratti \([12]\) has proved the following bound:

\[
\frac{1}{4}, \quad \text{for } v \equiv 7, 14 \pmod{56} \\
\frac{1}{8}, \quad \text{otherwise}
\]

The experimental results are shown in Table 7 where the bound information is calculated from Eq. (15) directly. Compared with our result, Baicheva and Topalova \([4]\) ran a parallel backtrack search algorithm on IBM supercomputers to find the optimal \((v, 4, 2, 1)-OOCs\) for \(v \leq 181\). However, their algorithm is equivalent to clique search: with the growth of code length, the corresponding graph structure can not be stored in even supercomputers, thus their off-line backtracking can not be applied for general bigger \(v\). Note that we are aiming to get OOCs of relatively large sizes for general parameters. In this sense, EAS outperforms backtracking clearly.
5. Conclusions and Future Work

Due to its great importance in the field of communications, the problem of designing OOCs has attracted increasing attention in recent years. Many good results have been obtained by an extensive use of various mathematical tools. But, it seems that we can not expect the problem to be completely solved for arbitrary parameters in the near future. Meanwhile, the design of OOCs can be reduced to the maximum clique problem (MCP) in graph theory, for which there are many successful heuristics. As a result, we propose clique-based heuristics to design OOCs with relatively large sizes.

In this paper, we present an online algorithm for constructing OOCs based on an EA with guided mutation (EA/G) [33].

Table 4: Results on constructing \((v, 4, 2)-\)OOCs for \(10 \leq v \leq 64\)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(v)</th>
<th>Cardinality</th>
<th>Bound</th>
<th>Existing</th>
<th>EA/G</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Avg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Best</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Avg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Best</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>p-value</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- **EA/G**: Average of the best solutions found in 10 runs.
- **EA****: Average of the best solutions found in 10 runs.
- **Time**: Average time (seconds) to find the best solution.
- **p-value**: Probability value of the best solution found.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(v)</th>
<th>Cardinality</th>
<th>Bound</th>
<th>Existing</th>
<th>EA/G</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Avg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Best</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Avg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Best</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>p-value</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For example, for \(v = 20\), the table shows that the best solution was found with a bound of 14, and the average time was 1.6 seconds. The p-value for this solution is 0.0815.
Note that the cardinality of the OOC graph is usually huge and the corresponding clique size is quite limited. Hence, the usual clique-based strategy may fail in this case. So, we suppose that all the graph vertices arrive in an online manner, and present a substitution technique which leads to our EA with substitution (EAS). Experiments show that EAS has a similarly good performance to EA/G for the MCP on DIMACS benchmarks. Then, we use EAS to construct OOCs with different code weights and different correlation constraints. The experimental study shows that EAS returns OOCs of sizes close to the current best upper bound when the code length is small. Taking \((v, 4, 2)\) for instance, the ratio of the obtained code size to the Johnson bound is over 90% when \(v < 100\). If more running time is admitted, the result could be improved.

It should be pointed out that our algorithm is based on EA/G. The main reason for such a choice is its balance between simplicity and efficiency. In fact, there are some existing clique algorithms which have better performance \([8, 10]\). This would be a subject for the future work.
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Figure 2: The percentage of the obtained best code size to the Johnson bound and percentage of the number of stored nodes to the number of nodes in the OOC graph against the code length: (a) \((v, 4, 2)\)-OOC and (b) \((v, 5, 2)\)-OOC.

Table 7: Results on constructing \((v, 4, 2, 1)\)-OOCs for \(10 \leq v \leq 100\)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(v)</th>
<th>Bound EAS</th>
<th>(v)</th>
<th>Bound EAS</th>
<th>(v)</th>
<th>Bound EAS</th>
<th>(v)</th>
<th>Bound EAS</th>
<th>(v)</th>
<th>Bound EAS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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